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PERMBLEDHJE
Ky hulumtim ka qëllim të përcaktojë ndikimin pozitiv gjeopolitik të bashkëpunimit ekonomik të shqiptarëve të
Ballkanit, bashkëpunim që lidhet me shtimin e kontakteve të komunitetit të biznesit, projekte e programe të
përbashkëta private e publike, bashkëpunim i firmave të vogla, të mesme e të mëdha në tërë sektorët, etj. Metoda
ishte mbledhja e të dhënave, shifrave, fakteve, informacioneve, përpunim i tyre, nxjerrje e konkluzioneve dhe
rekomandimeve përkatëse. Si rezultat ka një kërkesë në rritje për bashkëpunim ekonomik mes shqiptarëve në pesë
vendet e Ballkanit përreth Shqipërisë, për të bërë më shumë biznes bashkë. Prandaj, shqiptarët duhet të gjejnë e të
përdorin avantazhet konkurruese ekonomike për një klimë më të mirë politike në rajon. Si përfundim, bashkëpunimi
ekonomik i shqiptarëve ka ndikim shumë pozitive në zhvillimin rajonal, duke përfshirë edhe situatën e politike në
Ballkan.
Fjalët çelës: impakt politik, bashkëpunim ekonomik, Ballkan, Shqipëri
SUMMARY
This research aims to determine the geopolitical positive impact of economic cooperation between Albanians in
Balkan. This increasing economic cooperation is concerned with the addition of contacts between Albanian business
community in Balkan, having common private/public joint projects /programs and a fruitful cooperation between
small, medium and large businesses in all sectors. Method has been data, figures, facts, information collection, their
further processing, extraction of respective conclusions/recommendations. Result of the study is that there is a
growing demand for a stronger economic cooperation between Albanians leaving in five Balkan countries around
Albania, mainly to do business together as much as possible. As a result, Albanians must find/use their competitive
economic advantages for a better political climate in the Balkan region. Conclusion is that the economic cooperation
between the Albanians in the region has a positive impact on the regional development, including the political
situation in Balkans.
Key-words: politic impact, economic cooperation, Balkan, Albania

INTRODUCTION
Modern geopolitics, globalization, integration &
economic cooperation remain the main objective
of countries that have entered into a
development path, especially when these
countries and their population have close
historical, cultural, management way of natural
resources. This cooperation, in addition, has to

do with business contacts, joint public and
private projects & programs, cooperation of SME
in all sectors, etc. There is a growing
collaboration of Balkan’ nations and the
Albanians in the region too, on the basis of
comparative advantage. This causes a fall of
tension & conflict in a considerable level into the
region, and mostly it has been observed in areas
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populated by Albanians. This is a major
contribution of the Albanian nation in modern
times, through the development of economy,
trade & business, bringing a new spirit of
cooperation and mutual trust in the region and
beyond, affecting in a very positive way today's
geopolitical developments in Europe (1, 2, 3).
DISCUSSION
Geopolitics refers to the relationship between
politics & territory & international political
behavior of countries and nations not only in
terms of classical variables that are: (a) the
geographical position and the territorial space,
(b) natural resources, (c) climate, ( d) sufficient
population to protect the territory, (e)
entrepreneurial skills, (f) government influence to
dominate the sea, etc, but even a combination
with its modern dimensions, which are: (g) social
and health issues, (h) internal policies, (i) the
economy, (j) the environment, (k) science and
human potential, (l) security and military issues,
(m) international diplomacy, etc. The capacity of
a modern geopolitics looks at the demographics,
ethnicities, level of peace and social cohesion,
the health of the population within a state, the
internal political situation of the country and
economic power, which nowadays is the most
important aspect of geopolitics (1, 2, 3, 5). Access
to energy and other natural resources, the way
environmental issues are managed, human
potential, capable and reliable work forces,
investment in research, military power, ability to
deal with national security challenges, the impact
on the diplomatic front, etc., show the strength
of a state in the international arena, but these
depend on the economy. Geopolitical
developments have an impact on the
international economy and vice versa, because
the international economy has to do with the
effects of economic activity in different countries
in productive resources, customer preferences
and institutions associated with them. Goods
between two countries traded based on the
advantages that they compared with each other.
The advantage is an attribute that gives the
chance to make something better than
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elsewhere, is one or more elements that, if it
used in a good way, brings more opportunities. Is
one or several features that, if used carefully,
create the conditions to be above others in one
or more specific aspects. Is a kind of skill that
helps to have good results. No country nowadays
has an absolute advantage, because everything
depends on the opportunity costs. All countries
can and should take advantage of specialization
for products/services with the lowest cost
opportunity. From commercial activity benefits
both parties doing business, but this doesn’t not
exclude the possibility that this trade also
generated benefits to other parties who are not
involved in the trade.
Trade policies and economic advantages
Factors affecting to trade are: (a) cost, (b) supply
and demand, (c) factors’ availability, (d) the size
of the country, (e) the terms of trade, (f) the
effectiveness of productivity, etc. This requires
government policies related to the regulation of
trade with other countries, tariffs, subsidies,
import quotas, export restrictions, conditions of
doing business in the country and the conditions
of foreign businesses entry in the country, the
rules of the trade of products/services, etc. In
relation to (a) fees, (b) import quotas, (c)
administrative barriers, (d) "anti-dumping"
legislation, (e) direct subsidies, (f) export
subsidies, (g) exchange rate manipulation rates,
(h) the international patent system, etc, Albania
and Kosovo have the lowest levels among
countries in the region. All countries in the world,
to improve the economy & to increase trade
volume, according to the specialized factors of
production, strive for a more free flow of goods
and services. In this case, the factors of
production for each separate Albanian territories
are scarce, Albanian firms in the region do not
have much access to information and resources
available for the long term, therefore, to
achieve/display the competitive advantages, they
should view their situation as a single market, a
unique space with production based factors
(land, capital, human resources and technology)
available, to be managed together for a renewing
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competitive advantage. Besides the profits that
Albanians in the region will have because of their
economic cooperation, three other nations or
populations that would benefit mostly are Slavs,
Greeks and Italians, who in this case will become
the largest trading partners Albanians, that in a
single market will produce more, with higher
quality, lower prices and lower transportation
costs (4).
Economic opportunities of the Albanians in the
Balkans
Albanian space is more than 50,000 km2,
comparable to some countries that are at the top
of the world trade economy, because of unified
natural resources. This space has rich water
resources, which can be used for agriculture and
energy. Kosovo and Albania forest estate (about
50% of the territory) is the chance for the
development of many industries. This diversifies
the economy - reduce risk. Kosovo's arable land
creates conditions for agribusiness’ development.
Kosovo has the second largest source of coal in
Europe, while Albania has many mineral
resources, chromium, nickel, copper etc. If these
are offered in the international market as a single
package for research, exploitation, processing
and marketing, there is a chance for long-term
advantage. Coastline of about 362 km length,
combined with mountain tourism and culture,
are an incalculable chance to increase the
number of domestic and foreign visitors. The use
of port facilities in the territory of Albania is quite
normal for businesses of the region. But, the core
remains efficient/effective strategic management
of natural/human resources at the firm and at
the economy level, as the Slav/Serbian academics
of various fields trying to argue that the
Albanians, especially those in Kosovo, " have no
ability to manage natural resources and therefore
should be under the auspices " (10, 11, 12). In the
Albanian case, ultimately, competitive advantage
is achieving by relying on economic theory which
is also used by other nations for the development
and prosperity they enjoy today. There is no
ramp and no change of economic & international
trade experience and no manipulation of

international treaties/agreements, so no one in
the region and beyond has the right to prevent
Albanians, trying to develop a sustainable
democracy, create a unique market space with
long-term sustainable features, that ultimately is
the right of Albanians, which historically has been
denied, a right which creates conditions in the
region to establish an appropriate balance and
stability among regional nations/countries.
Currently, international community has realized
that the Albanian factor in the region is just ready
to find/show their competitive advantages on the
basis of a thought’s unity and actions mainly in
economy and trade, which is on the same
wavelength with the European single market,
which requires more and more unique,
diversified and competitive goods/services. This
is totally incontrary with the false nationalism,
which has been characteristic of the region and
of leaders who wanted to rule under this
principle (13, 14). Trade/businesses climate is the
opposite of false nationalism, since protection of
national interests is protecting business interests.
Protecting Albanian interests in the region is
relatec with improving business contacts, makes
them stronger and equal in front of other
countries in the region and it makes even more
business and reduce conflicts. This improves the
geopolitical situation in the region. This makes us
Balkan Albanians an important factor for
maintaining the political, economic, social,
military, etc balance in the region and beyond (4).
Example:
Albania consumes about 800,000 t/year of
wheat, produces about 350,000 t/year of wheat
and imports about 550,000 t/year of wheat.
Wheat price internationaly is around 200 Euro.
So, about 70,000,000 Euros from the production
of wheat. Daily consumption of wheat in Albania
is about 700 gr/day/capita, or about 200 kg / year
/ capita. About 80,000 ha are planted with wheat.
Yield is about 40 q/ha. Small farms do not allow
the cultivation of wheat because it requires
agricultural mechanics and larger farms. Albania
produces about 8000 t/year olive oil. The price of
olive oil is about 2000 Euro/t. So, about
16,000,000 Euro/year from olives oil production.
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Olive oil consumption is about 3.4 kg/capita/year.
In Albania there are about 4.3 million olive trees,
with an average yeld of 8 – 16 kg/tree, while 20
kga/year/tree can be taken. In total Albania can
have about 86,000,000 Euro/year from wheat
and olive oil. If Albania specializes in the
production of olive oil and supply Kosovo with
this product too, then it must be produced
around 240000 tons/year x 2000 Euro/ton =
48,000,000 Euro. This makes a total for Albania
about 118 million Euro.
Kosovo plants about 83,000 ha/year wheat.
Wheat consumption is about 140 kg/year/capita
with an average of about 300,000 tons/year.
Average grain yield is 32.6 q/ha and there are
about 70,000 farms involved in wheat
production, or nearly half of the arable land. So,
in total Kosovo has about 60,000,000 Euro from
wheat. In fact, Kosovo consumes whole grain
itself produces. If Kosovo increases wheat yields
by using more agricultural mechanics and
chemical fertilizers to supply Albania, then it will
have 223,000,000 euro from this specialization,
which is an increase of about 160,000,000 Euro in
trade volum. Together, Albania and Kosovo could
have only for wheat and olive oil a trade volume
of about 300,000,000 Euro, an increase of about
200 mln euros just because of specialization and
if this money goes to investment, brings
employment, consumption, increase of products
and services, which improves quality and creates
conditions for new products and services.
This brings even more business contacts. Adding
business contacts creates the conditions for
finding products and services that can be
exchanged between the Albanians in the region
and it improves the political, economic and
cultural climate/life in the region. This makes the
borders between Albania and other neighboring
countries more quiet and nonconflictual ones.
Protection of national and regional interests is
protecting business interests and the protection
of Albanian interests in the region and the
interests of the peoples of the region on their
land, by adding business contacts/activity makes
these countries more stronger and more equal
between them, reducing conflicts. This improves
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the geopolitical situation in the region and this
makes us a Balkan Albanians even more
important factor for maintaining the political,
economic, social, military, etc balance in the
region and beyond. In fact, it is undeniable that
there is a growing demand for stronger economic
cooperation between Albanians in five
surrounding Balkan countries. As a result,
Albanians need to find/use their competitive
advantages and areas of specialization, for a
better political, economic, social and cultural
climate and rights in the Balkan region. As a
result, the economic cooperation between
Albanians in the region has a very positive impact
on regional development, including political,
economic, social and cultural climate/rights in the
Balkans (6, 7, 8, 9).
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